Implementation of Xor and Edge Identification Method in Steganography
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Abstract: In this paper, a novel imagemesteganography algorithm that combines the strengths of edge detection and XOR coding, to conceal a secret message either in the spatial domain or an Integer Wavelet Transform (IWT) based transform domain of the cover image is presented. Edge detection and XOR coding are used in to conceal the secret message. Edge detection enables the identification of sharp edges in the cover image and this when embedding results in good image quality. Edge detection method presented here is capable of estimating the exact edge intensities for both the cover and stegno images (before and after embedding the message), which is essential when extracting the message. The XOR coding, on the other hand, is a simple, yet effective, process that helps in reducing differences between the cover and stegno images. Experimental results are observed using XILINX ISE and demonstrated that the proposed method has achieved better imperceptibility results than other popular steganography methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Steganography is an art of hiding information in a way that prevents the detection of hidden messages and this is achieved by hiding one piece of information within another piece of innocent-looking information Spatial and time domain methods, Transform domain methods and fractal coding methods are the several methods of embedding data. These methods hide / embed information in different types of media such as video, audio, image, text, etc. Varieties of different file formats, digital images are considered the most popular type of carriers because of their size and frequency of distribution. Image steganography is the steganography subdivision where digital images are used as information carrier file formats. The joint image format (JPEG), the graphics exchange format (GIF), the bitmap (BMP) image format and the Portable Network Graphics (PNG) format are the most popular image file formats Share on the Internet. Steganography is the art of hiding messages in a medium called a cover object in such a way that the existence of the message is undetectable. Imperceptibility is clearly the most important requirement. The cover object can be a digital image, an audio file or a video archive. The secret message called payload could be plain text, an image, a video file or an audio. Steganography methods are classified in the domain spatial domain and domain incorporation Embedding in the

Since the early stages of the human civilization, there has been an increased interest in information security, particularly the protection and privacy of communications (Pal & Pramanik, 2013). In modern societies, the excessive use of electronic data has made protection from malicious users more difficult (Grover & Mohapatra, 2013). Information hiding has emerged as an effective solution to this problem (Wu & Tsai, 2003; Wu, Lee, Tsai, Chu, & Chen, 2009).

Steganography is a kind of information hiding, in which a secret message is concealed within digital media (image, audio, video or text data) (Bassil, 2012; Cheddad, Condell, Curran, & Mc Kevitt, 2010). This property distinguishes steganography from other information security techniques (Modi, Islam, & Gupta, 2013). For instance, in cryptography, the message that needs to be transferred is encrypted to prevent intruders from understanding it. Hence, people can recognize the existence of the message, however it cannot be understood without decryption (Bassil, 2012; Cheddad et al., 2010; Verma, 2011). As opposed to data concealing, steganalysis was initially designed to distinguish whether a given digital media has a secret message embedded in it.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
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Moreover, some steganalysis methods may determine the type of steganography technique or estimate the length of the secret message (Li, He, Huang, & Shi, 2011). In term of security measurement, steganalysis has been utilized to evaluate the efficiency of steganography techniques from a security point of view (Geetha, Ishwarya, & Kamaraj, 2010). Steganalysis methods can be performed either by using image processing operation or by implementing methods that analyze the statistical features of the stego image structure, such as first order statistics (histogram) or second order statistics (correlations between pixels) (Cheddad et al., 2010). Ziou and Jafari suggested five requirements for steganalysis methods: (1) detection of the existence or absence of an embedded message in a given image, (2) identification of the stego graphic method that have been used to hide the secret message, (3) approximation of the hidden message length or location and (4) extraction of the secret message (Ziou & Jafari, 2014).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Advantage</th>
<th>Disadvantage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>High embedding capacity</td>
<td>Vulnerable to geometric attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain</td>
<td>High-contrivable imperceptibility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transform</td>
<td>Robustness against attacks such as steganalysis</td>
<td>Limited embedding capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain</td>
<td>Compressible and low embedding rate</td>
<td>Lower contrivable imperceptibility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to enhance the embedding efficiency, coding methods (mainly matrix encoding) have been introduced with the aim of minimizing the modifications created by embedding the message (Crandall, 1998; Hou, Lu, Tsai, & Tzeng, 2011). In this paper, we propose a useful and basic picture steganography technique that depends on recognizing edge areas on the cover picture and joins a XOR coding capacity. The XOR work, which has a lower calculation multifaceted nature contrasted with other grid encoding techniques, includes some security and lessens the bending caused by installing the message. Installing in both spatial and wavelet changed spaces has been executed.

III. RELATED WORK

Wavelet transform

Change space implanting techniques give a larger amount of strength, especially while applying some picture handling activities, contrasted with spatial area strategies. A standout amongst the most mainstream changes is the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) (Baby, Thomas, Augustine, George, and Michael, 2015; Thanikaiselvan et al., 2014). The Wavelet change requires less computational expense contrasted with DCT and FFT (Fourier Transform) and offers sub-portrayals of the picture that can be viewed as identified with how the human visual framework (HVS) sees pictures. By and large, the wavelet change permits inserting information in high recurrence districts where the HVS can't recognize alterations contrasted with uniform areas with low recurrence (Sharma and Swami, 2013). At the point when DWT is performed to a picture it is separated into 4 sub-groups: Low−Low (LL), Low−High (LH), High−Low (HL) and High−High (HH) recurrence sub-groups, as appeared in Fig. 1. The low recurrence sub-band speaks to coarse data of pixels, while the high recurrence sub-groups speak to the edge data (Sharma and Swami, 2013).

Concealing Information in the high recurrence sub-groups (LH, HL, and HH) builds the vigor and guarantees the visual quality, where the HVS is less delicate to alterations in these subgroups. The Integer Wavelet Transform (IWT) maps whole numbers to whole numbers and enables the development of lossless pressure to precisely recover the first information (Thanikaiselvan et al., 2014).

EDGE detection in steganography

The usage of edge identification in picture steganography has been considered by various scientists. Because of affectability of the human eye to changes in smooth regions of the picture contrasted with sharp difference zones, it is sensible to concentrate on sharp edges while implanting the mystery message. In any case, the primary snag to applying conventional edge discovery techniques in picture steganography is the right ID of edge pixels in the stego picture S that need to precisely coordinate the first edge pixels in the cover picture C. This issue emerges from the way that the implanting procedure acquaints minor changes with the stego picture, which may make the created stego picture not indistinguishable with the cover picture, and this can influence the message extraction process. A portion of the current edge-based steganography techniques proposed certain answers for conquer this issue. An edge picture is made by performing Canny and fluffy edge recognition strategies. The cover is then conveyed into squares of n pixels. The principal pixel of each square is changed to speak to the status of (n − 1) pixels on the off chance that it is considered as edge pixel. LSB strategy is utilized to insert x bits into non-edge pixels and y bits into edge pixels. The principle downside of this strategy is the undesirable adjustment that are made in the stego picture in light of the fact that the technique replaces (n − 1) bits from the main pixel of each square.

Coding theory

Upgrading the implanting productivity has been the focal point of numerous steganography calculations, as limiting the measure of changes in the picture while inserting (installing rate) will empower the installing of greater messages. Crandall’s technique uses the XOR capacity to cover 2 bits of message into a square of 3 pixels. The F5 steganography calculation, proposed by Westfeld (2001), is the principal execution of grid encoding to build the limit of installing information and in addition to limit the difference in DCT coefficients. This strategy has turned out to be outstanding on the grounds that it incorporated the Hamming code with the change area execution, which can install k bits of the mystery information in 2k − 1 cover bits by changing at most one piece as it were. Accordingly, this technique has a constrained inserting limit, for instance when k = 3, the strategy just implants 3 bits in each 7 bits of the cover picture.
IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM

Identification of edges:

The edge picture created by conventional edge identification techniques is normally delicate to changes in the first dark picture, regardless of whether the progressions are minor or not huge. This property restrains the use of edge location in steganography, as covering the message would acquaint a few changes with the first picture. Along these lines, implanting in pixels distinguished by one of the current edge discovery strategies, for example, Canny, can't ensure the ID of the correct edge powers for the cover and stegno pictures. Here a basic better approach to find the edge (sharp) locales of the cover picture, to such an extent that the two edge pictures created utilizing the first cover picture and the stegno picture are indistinguishable is proposed. This will empower the right extraction of the disguised message from the stegno picture. The calculation begins by partitioning the picture into non-covering hinders that would be separately assessed for incorporation of edges. The key thought behind protecting a similar edge picture isn't to insert in the pixels that are utilized to figure the edge quality, which are the external pixels of the square. Below are the detailed implementation steps.

Sources of info: Cover picture (C), square size (n × n, which is required here to be 3 × 3), limit(Th runs somewhere in the range of 4 and 96) Yield: edge picture with edge greatness (E) Step 1: Divide the picture C into non-covering squares of the size n × n.

Step 2: Compute without a doubt the mean distinction between the left and right segments of the square (greatness of vertical edge). Rehash for even, first slanting and second corner to corner edges. Fig. 3(a) demonstrates the explicit pixels used to compute the edges for the 3 × 3 square.

Stage 3: Find the most extreme of the four qualities and allot it to e. On the off chance that e > Th, the square is viewed as an edge square, else it's anything but an edge square. Build E that contains the determined estimation of every one of the edge squares, and 0 for non-edge squares. A paired edge picture can likewise be built, which contains 1 for edge squares and 0 for non-edge squares.

Stage 4: For the edge squares, install in the shaded 5 pixels.

Message installing:

The stream graph of our proposed strategy is shown in Fig. 1. The information installing process starts with perusing the cover picture and the mystery message. A high edge (96) is at first considered, which is then balanced dependent on the quantity of pixels required for installing (distinguished by the produced double edge picture) and the message length, as per the accompanying condition:

Step 5: For the edge blocks, embed in the shaded 5 pixels.

Message embedding:

The flow diagram of our proposed method is illustrated in Fig. 1. The data embedding process begins with reading the cover image and the secret message. A high threshold (96) is initially considered, which is then adjusted based on the number of pixels needed for embedding (identified by the generated binary edge image) and the message length, according to the following condition:
Message extraction:
The extraction procedure is simpler and quicker than the inserting procedure. Fig. 6 speaks to the stream graph of the extraction procedure. It begins by recovering the limit esteem. The edge squares of the stegno picture are then recognized utilizing the recovered edge, which will restore a similar edge picture as the one got utilizing the cover picture. This will be trailed by isolating the LSBs of the edge pixels into gatherings of four.

At last, for every one of the four stegno edge bits q1, q2, q3, and q4 the XOR activities recorded beneath are utilized to recover three message bits m1, m2, and m3

\[
\begin{align*}
    m_1 &= q_1 \oplus q_2 \\
    m_2 &= q_3 \oplus q_4 \\
    m_3 &= q_1 \oplus q_3
\end{align*}
\]

While thinking about any mix of m1, m2, m3, p1, p2, p3, and p4 to confirm the inserting and extraction forms, one can find that the extraction procedure really re-establishes the first message. Inserting and extraction of n bits per coefficient of the Integer Wavelet Transform Domain.

The proposed Integer Wavelet Transform (IWT) based inserting process begins by changing over the cover picture to the recurrence area utilizing IWT. Since the HVS is delicate to little alteration into the lower recurrence band contrasted with the higher recurrence, the mystery information is inserted just in the high recurrence sub-groups of the IWT area to accomplish a high power and intangibility results.

At the end of the day, information stowing away is completed in the three sub-groups HH, LH and HL (the LL sub-band is avoided). Like the spatial space implanting, the XOR task is likewise used here. The installing procedure starts with HH sub-band and distinguish the edge coefficients to begin implanting with the most grounded edges to the weakest edges. In the event that the HH sub-band isn’t sufficient to implant the mystery message, at that point the procedure moves to the LH sub-band, and after that to the HL sub-band. The usage of the installing procedure is clarified in the accompanying advances.

Read the cover image and the secret message and applied the First-Level of IWT on the cover image to decompose the cover image into four sub-bands (LL, HL, LH and HH). Identified edge areas in the high recurrence sub-groups (LL, HL, LH and HH). To build the installing payload of the wavelet change strategy, n LSB from each edge coefficient are used in inserting. A higher limit esteem (Th) is instated, which is then diminished dependent on the quantity of coefficients required for installing and the message length.

To distinguish the edge areas, HH sub-band is partitioned into non-covering squares of 33 coefficients as shown in Fig. 3(b). For each block, the average value (avg) of the four non-shaded coefficients (P1−1,j−1, P1−1,j+1, P1+1,j−1, P1+1,j+1) is calculated. Finally, if the average value (avg) ≥ Threshold, the block is selected for embedding. The extraction procedure starts with recovering the limit an incentive to apply the edge identification technique.

Edge location strategy is performed on the high recurrence sub-groups by separating the sub-band into non-covering squares of size 3 × 3 to distinguish the edge zone that has been used in the installing procedure. For every one of the three high recurrence sub-band (HH, LH and HL), edge squares are organized into five gatherings as per the edge quality. At that point, the XOR extraction activities are performed to recover n bits from each gathering.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS:
The Design is written in Verilog HDL Modules and has been successfully simulated and verified using modelSim and synthesized using Xilinx ISE 13.2
VI. CONCLUSION:
XOR installing process conceals two data signals (sound and ECG) into cover picture. The proposed picture steganography points in building up astego procedure, indistinct and with high payload limit. At first the scaled tested are convolved utilizing XOR coding to decrease size of data and to build security of the procedure. The primary commitment of the proposed strategy is presenting new and effective edge recognition calculation utilizing non-covering obstructs that assesses a similar edge forces for the cover and stego pictures is resolved in this venture and has accomplished preferred intangibility results over other prominent steganography strategies.
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